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1

INTRODUCTION

The California Department of Parks and Recreation (State Parks) is preparing a Public Works Plan
(PWP) and Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for Pismo State Beach and Oceano Dunes State
Vehicular Recreation Area (SVRA). As part of the planning process, State Parks held two public
meetings in December 2019, the first in Arroyo Grande on December 10 and the second in
Bakersfield on December 11. At these open-house style meetings, attendees visited topic stations
to view materials that described the Proposed Project Concepts and Park-wide PWP Proposed
Options and provided input to the planning team. Materials presented at the meetings included a
written comment card, an information packet, and exhibits showing the Proposed Project Concepts
and Park-wide PWP Proposed Options. These materials were also posted online on the project
website, www.oceanodunespwp.com.
The Proposed Project Concepts presented at the meetings included the Butterfly Grove Public
Access Project, Pismo State Beach Boardwalk Project, and Oso Flaco Improvement Project.
The Park-wide PWP Proposed Options included several categories of improvement options:
•
•

1.1

SVRA Entrance and Camping Options
Park Management Topics
o Enhanced Resource Management
o Enhance Access and Management on Beach Day Use and Riding Area
o Community Engagement and Public Outreach
o Waste Management
o Arroyo Grande Creek Crossing
o Access and Entrance Modifications

Public Comment Process

Members of the public provided comments on the Proposed Project Concepts and Park-wide PWP
Proposed Options using the following methods:
•
•
•

written comment card turned into staff at the meetings, or mailed or scanned and emailed to
the project team;
online comment card, completed through a link on the project website; or
written comments emailed to the PWP email address.

The comment period opened on December 12, 2019 and closed on January 24, 2020. A total of
717 comments were received, including 86 via email, 18 via comment card, and 613 via the online
comment form.
This document provides a summary of the comments received through this process using all of the
above methods. In this document, comment topics have been summarized and grouped
thematically. Therefore, this document does not represent a collection of individual comments.
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COMMENT SUMMARY

This section provides an overview of the themes of the comments received regarding the three
Proposed Project Concepts, the Park-wide PWP Proposed Options, and other comments related to
the PWP process. The questions asked in the comment card are listed at the beginning of each
subsection as a reference.

2.1

Comments on the Butterfly Grove Public Access Project

Question: Are there any elements in the Proposed Project Concept that you particularly like or
dislike and why? What would you change and why?
2.1.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.1.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments expressing support for the project or specific project element
Support improvements if they don’t negatively affect the environment
Agree with improving native vegetation
Agree with adding or improving parking
Support public safety improvements
Support lighted crosswalk
Support protection of butterflies and habitat
Support planting more flowers, trees, and nectar resources
Support public access and educational opportunities for walkers and hikers
Support public restroom as it will enhance the visitor experience
Support improved bike and hiking trails
Support undergrounding power lines
Support adding extra utilities
Support adding irrigation and sewers
Support the educational kiosk
Support closing access from the north
Support planting of new eucalyptus trees
Support planters in the parking area
Support connecting bike lanes
Support for improved access for people with disabilities
General support for the project
Project suggestions
Suggest using donations instead of tax dollars for this project
Put the parking lot somewhere near the Park instead of inside it
Add a pedestrian bridge over Highway 1
Add more trails
Severely restrict public access and plant vegetation that supports the butterflies
Reduce speed limit for this area
Plant more trees
Add more crosswalks
Add more parking, 12 spots are not enough
Abandon sterile eucalyptus planting in favor of native trees preferred by monarchs, such as
Monterey pine and other native conifers
Accessible parking should be located near the Butterfly Grove
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•
•
•
•
2.1.3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Implement parking time limits to discourage all-day beach parking
Address future long-term plans for the Butterfly Grove in the context of the declining
monarch population
Site the parking lot in North Beach Campground to avoid impacts on overwintering
monarchs
Consider what’s best for butterflies, not visitors
Comments expressing opposition to the project or specific project element
Waste of taxpayer money to improve Butterfly Grove
Disagree with adding more improvements to the Park due to environmental damage
Oppose nectar planter in parking area – butterflies would be too close to potential harm
Oppose closing northern pedestrian access
Too costly
Project will take too long to build
Lighted crosswalk is a waste of money
Dislike the impact of sewage from bathrooms on the environment
Dislike that parking lot will be dirt, rather than paved
Dislike addition of sewer and electrical system because it could potentially ruin the area
Too many buildings in this plan
Construction of restrooms or parking will disrupt butterflies
Replanting non-native Eucalyptus is a waste of money
Disapprove of flush toilets unless they are tied to existing septic system
This is an SVRA, project is misplaced and not money well spent
Dislike permanent bathrooms, as they are never well maintained
Permanent kiosk is waste of money
Leave area as is; do not disrupt butterflies

Comments on the Pismo State Beach Boardwalk Project

Question: Are there any elements in the Proposed Project Concept that you particularly like or
dislike and why? What would you change and why?
2.2.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments expressing support for the project or specific project element
Support for the project’s Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility component
Project will encourage walking/exercise
Support for maintenance road from Corporation Yard
Support protecting habitat and wildlife while limiting environmental damage
Support improved pedestrian access and safety
Support connection between Grand Ave. and Pier Ave.
Prefer walking on the boardwalk to walking on sand
Agree with space for equestrians
Support the boardwalk extension
Support elevated views of the beach, dunes, and habitat
Support increased signage, benches, and tables
Support for buffer along Strand Way to limit effects of increased visitors on residents
General project support
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2.2.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.2.3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

Project suggestions
Boardwalk should not go past Pier Ave.
Add a sidewalk leading to the pier instead of a whole boardwalk
Separate equestrian and ADA paths to avoid safety hazard
Additional parking needed for boardwalk users
Prefer extension from the Pismo Beach boardwalk to the Grover Beach boardwalk, rather
than south of Grand Ave., where vehicles are
Continue the boardwalk to Pole 2
Essential that the boardwalk is ADA compliant
Concerns regarding providing adequate boardwalk parking
Concerns regarding providing pet access to the boardwalk
Concerns regarding trash disposal on boardwalk
No vehicles should be allowed on this stretch of beach
Comments expressing opposition to the project or specific project element
Boardwalk is unnecessary
Current boardwalk is sufficient
Maintenance road through existing habitat does not make sense
Do not want tax money used on this project; should be used on more important things
Mist from ocean would deteriorate boardwalk material and sand would likely accumulate
Boardwalk or permanent walkway interferes with nature
Not worth making a bigger boardwalk since one already exists
Boardwalk leaves less room for families to sit on beach and for riding
Structures ruin the natural landscape
Boardwalk should not impede any Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) day use
Infrastructure is already stressed here; stop doing improvements
Elevated walkway will be difficult to maintain and poses potential insurance/accident issue
Concerns regarding access impacts for beach wheelchair users
Concerns regarding traffic impacts on Strand Way
Concerns regarding trespassing and criminal activity
OHV funds should not be used for this project since it does not benefit OHV users
General opposition to project

Comments on the Oso Flaco Improvement Project

Question: Are there any elements in the Proposed Project Concept that you particularly like or
dislike and why? What would you change and why?
2.3.1

Comments expressing support for the project and specific project element

2.3.1.1 Comments expressing support for the project overall
•
•

The proposed facilities and improvements at Oso Flaco are needed
Southern access would relieve traffic congestion at the northern entrances

2.3.1.2 Comments expressing support for the campground element
•

Support for the Oso Flaco campground as an inexpensive lodging alternative
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•
•

Campground at Oso Flaco will make the Park more accessible
Support campground but would prefer having access to the dunes

2.3.1.3 Comments expressing support for the 40-acre proposed OHV trail element
•

40-Acre Proposed OHV Trail will add needed riding area

2.3.1.4 Comments expressing support for other project elements
•
2.3.2

Support for improvements and extension of ADA-compliant walkways and boardwalks
Project suggestions

2.3.2.1 Suggestions for the project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian walkways should be protected from vehicle interaction
Suggest adding picnic tables at the gathering areas
Add equestrian access
Add access to the dunes at Oso Flaco
The originally proposed OHV beach access from Oso Flaco should have been preserved
Open a designated children’s riding area near Oso Flaco
Increase the vegetative buffer zone between Oso Flaco Lake area and the dune riding area
Beach is deadly for swimming due to rip currents; proposed lifeguard tower and bathrooms
at the beach should be removed

2.3.2.2 Suggestions for the campground element
•
•
•
•

Suggest imposing noise restrictions at night
The campground should have 300 campsites
Include equestrian riding trails, parking and other amenities in the campground plan
Add food concessions for the campground

2.3.2.3 Suggestions for the 40-acre proposed OHV trail element
•
•
•

Suggest imposing noise restrictions
Provide a scenic overlook and picnic tables, with views of Oso Flaco Lake and the southern
dunes
Suggest combining trails proposed in the 40-acre Proposed OHV Trail revegetation project

2.3.2.4 Suggestions for Oso Flaco Lake Road
•

Consider Oso Flaco Lake Road as an OHV access point
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2.3.3

Comments expressing opposition to the project or specific project element

2.3.3.1 Comments expressing opposition to the project
•

•
•

Oso Flaco improvements would be inconsistent with Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
(ESHA) designation by the Local Coastal Program (LCP); the 1975 General Development
Plan; and the guiding principles of the PWP (Sustainability and Protecting the Natural
Environment)
Maintain Oso Flaco as a nature preserve without development
Concern that this project will change the character of the area

2.3.3.2 Comments expressing opposition to the campground
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concerns regarding noise pollution, impacts on existing quiet environment
Concerns regarding increases in trash, air pollution, and traffic congestion associated with
the campground
Access to the proposed campground area from Highway 101 and Highway 1 is poor
Camping will exacerbate coastal resource issues brought up by the Coastal Commission
No OHV dollars should be used for any activity that does not benefit users of the SVRA,
including Oso Flaco campground improvements
The project would convert prime agricultural land to non-agricultural uses, which would
violate Section 30242 of the Coastal Act
Concerns about displacing jobs from conversion of agricultural field
Concerns regarding campfires creating wildfire danger
Concerns regarding impacts to groundwater
Recreational vehicle (RV) camping is not necessary because there is an abundance of other
RV campgrounds in the area
Campground will generate more dust pollution
Campground will disturb migratory bird populations
Concern regarding harm to cultural resources in the area
Only day use should be allowed at Oso Flaco Lake
This area is better suited as a restoration site as opposed to a recreation site

2.3.3.3 Comments expressing opposition to the 40-acre proposed OHV trail
•
•
•
•
•

Concerns regarding noise pollution at Oso Flaco Lake from OHV use at the 40-acre
proposed OHV trail
Air quality and dust concerns generated by OHVs to Nipomo Mesa residents from the
conversion of vegetated areas
Concerns regarding degradation of habitat
Safety concern regarding OHVs interfering with pedestrians
Concern regarding harm to cultural resources in the area
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2.3.3.4 Comments expressing opposition to improving/widening Oso Flaco Lake Road
•
•
•
2.3.4

Concerns about take of special-status plants and increasing the spread of invasive plants
Concerns regarding setting a precedent for/inducing development at Oso Flaco Lake
Concerns regarding air quality impacts from dust caused by vehicles
Comments related to Oso Flaco Improvement Project policy and management

•
•

PWP should include information on the proposed number of campsites, cabins, RVs,
parking spots, and forecasted increase in visitors
Demonstrate that there is a need for more RV and tent camping
PWP should address safety and law enforcement at Oso Flaco

2.3.5

Comments related to Oso Flaco Improvement Project environmental concerns

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
2.3.6
•

•
•
•
•
•

Comments regarding the positive attributes of Oso Flaco Lake (quiet, unique ecosystem,
sensitive species) that could be threatened by additional development or allowing OHV use
near the lake
Water tables are under stress, and plumbing work could affect them
Area proposed for lifeguard tower and extension of pedestrian trail is in an existing nesting
area
Concern regarding potential impacts to traffic and congestion (Willow Road, proposed new
southern entrances)
Concern regarding air quality impacts related to campfires; generator engines; additional
traffic due to recreational improvements, new roads, vehicle idling at campsites, and trackout
Assertions that dust in the air is a natural occurrence
Proposed options do not mitigate the impacts of OHV riding in environmentally sensitive
areas
Development in Oso Flaco will result in the degradation of flora and fauna
Development of the Oso Flaco Lake area does not adequately buffer sensitive wildlife
Concern that a Southern entrance point would increase noise pollution and pose risks to the
snowy plover and other habitats
Other Comments
Informational Packet contains inconsistencies:
o 40-Acre OHV trail is not included in the Concept Element box
o Referred to incorrectly as “40-Acre Wood Proposed Trail” in the Park-wide PWP
Proposed Options map
Noise studies will be necessary to prove that there will not be negative impacts to the wildlife
Suggest raising entrance and camping fees at other areas in the Park as opposed to
developing Oso Flaco
Concerns that project will create traffic impacts and potential safety risks for pedestrians
PWP should evaluate potential impacts on the utility of the Oso Flaco monitoring station
Oso Flaco should not be used to generate funds
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2.4

Comments on the Park-wide PWP Proposed Options

Questions: Are there any elements in the Park-wide PWP Proposed Options that you particularly
like or dislike and why? What other changes would you make to the Park-wide PWP Proposed
Options and why?
2.4.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.4.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.4.3

Comments expressing support for the PWP Proposed Options or specific element
Support for less riding area to offset dust pollution
Facility improvements will enhance visitor experience
Increased waste management will help preserve the natural beauty of the area
Support for wildlife protection
Decreased OHV opportunities will make the Park safer for passive recreation
Safer recreational environment for visitors
Support for additional foot traffic in the area
Comments expressing opposition to the PWP Proposed Options or specific element
Increased wind fencing elements pose safety concerns for OHV riders
Concern that the elimination of dune riding area will result in an economic downturn in the
surrounding communities
Opposition to restrictions on OHV beach access and beach camping
There is no clear plan for dealing with the increase in trash at the new recreation areas
Seasonal closures decrease riding area
Opposition to foredune closure
Park-wide PWP Proposed Options suggestions

2.4.3.1 General suggestions for changes to Park-wide PWP Proposed Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep low-cost recreation opportunities
Do not eliminate beach camping
Include access to the California Coastal Trail
Increase outdoor educational programs to spread environmental awareness
Add more parking to all proposed projects to maximize the number of visitors at each site
Add a southern access point for OHVs and street vehicles
Construct a bike path to link the northern and southern parts of the Park
Add trams to increase vehicle access throughout the Park
Raise entry fees to limit the number of campers on the beach
Consider building a bridge across Arroyo Grande Creek to protect endangered fish species
Add more trash receptacles for waste
Add additional lighting throughout the Park to increase nighttime safety for visitors
Add food concessions on the beach to enhance visitor experience
Consider Weather Solve wind fence proposal as a mitigation measure
The PWP must address the recommendations made by the California Coastal Commission
Add more Park-wide hiking trails to create better access for the public
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2.4.3.2 Suggestions for changes to OHV access
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate all OHV access to reduce particulate pollution
Remove all OHV access and replant vegetation
Restore all OHV riding acreage
Reduce the number of OHVs allowed on the dunes to reduce safety risks
Open OHV riding area to compensate for acreage lost
Open more riding area to increase public access to the dunes
Prohibit vehicles from crossing Arroyo Grande Creek
Consider wind wall and wind fencing as alternatives to closing riding area
Eliminate camping on the beach to increase OHV riding area

2.4.3.3 Suggestions for changes to beach camping and dune riding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.4.4

Enforce noise limits on the beach and dunes to reduce the impacts on wildlife
Allow more concessions near the riding area
Add a designated beach camping area
Enforce the use of mufflers for OHVs to limit the amount of noise on the dunes
Add a protected site with interpretive signage in the dunes to present the Dunite history
Add more restrooms to the beach camping area to enhance the visitor experience
Add full-time law enforcement in the dunes
Limit vehicle size allowed in the dunes to facilitate a safer riding environment
Increase staffing in the dunes to further prevent injury and illegal activities
Maintain 24/7 riding hours
Additional rules should be implemented to:
o limit the number of OHVs;
o limit riding to daytime only;
o disallow stream crossing when it is flowing;
o enable foredune restoration, and;
o emphasize better air quality.
Comments regarding access at Grand Ave. and Pier Ave.

Question: In light of recent reductions in SVRA riding area and beach camping acreage, as a
condition of the San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution Control District (SLOAPCD) Stipulated Order
of Abatement, would you prefer maintaining the existing vehicle entrance at Grand Avenue (as well
as at Pier Avenue) or have pedestrian access only at Grand Avenue and why? Would you make
other entrance changes?
2.4.4.1 Support for existing vehicle entrances at Grand Ave. and Pier Ave.
•
•
•
•
•

Existing vehicle conditions have minimal impact
Prevent traffic congestion, especially during holiday traffic
Closing either entrance would have negative financial impacts on local business owners
Infrastructure for a vehicle entrance at Grand Ave. is already in place
Needed access for emergency personnel

2.4.4.2 Support for pedestrian access only at Grand Ave.
•

Enhances the economic strength and character of the area

Summary of Comments
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

With the lodge site, pedestrian and equestrian access only at Grand Ave. will enhance the
aesthetic of the area
Improves safety and access for the surrounding communities
Provides a better balance between pedestrians and vehicles
Eliminates air pollution
Improves the serenity of the beach area
Lessens vehicle impacts on the environment (e.g., gasoline, oil, air pollution, dust, and
sand)
General support for this option

2.4.4.3 Other suggestions for changes to current vehicle entrances at Grand Ave. and Pier Ave.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.4.5

Add a southern entrance to alleviate traffic at both entrances
Move the entrance away from the neighborhoods, stores, and local businesses to eliminate
air pollution in populated areas
Increase management
Only allow vehicle access to support small beach events
Add more rangers to enforce speed limits on Grand Ave.
Close Grand Ave. Monday through Friday for pedestrians
Design a southern entrance point that avoids creek crossings
Close Grand Ave. entrance during the off-season
Eliminate both Grand Ave. and Pier Ave. entrances and explore potential southern entrance
point next to Phillips 66 oil refinery
Opposition to a new southern entrance for OHVs
Additional Park entrances to reduce traffic congestion in Oceano
Concerns regarding impacts to businesses along Pier Ave. and Grand Ave.
Opposition to Pier Ave. entrance due to negative impacts to the Oceano community’s ability
to access the beach and to economic development
Refer to the 2006 Alternative Access Study for Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation
Area (ODSVRA) study for location ideas
Potential southern access locations are surrounded by vegetation that will be harmed if used
for OHV access, creating air quality impacts
Concerns regarding congestion impacts on Highway 1 near Phillips 66 site
Pier Ave. entrance should be closed to allow access for the community
Comments regarding dispersed beach camping or designated beach camping sites

Question: In light of recent reductions in SVRA riding area and beach camping acreage, as a
condition of the SLOAPCD Stipulated Order of Abatement, would you prefer continued dispersed
camping or designated camping sites and why?
2.4.5.1 Support for dispersed beach camping
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevents traffic
Reduces safety incidents among vehicles, OHVs, and pedestrians
Provides visitors equal opportunity to all parts of the beach
Flexibility allows large family groups to camp
Adds privacy
Provides more space to camp
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduces visitor conflict
Maintains the character of the Park and the beach camping experience
Allows vehicles flexibility to drive and camp on sand suitable to their vehicle’s capabilities
Generational family tradition
Free arrangement allows campers use vehicles to block wind and sand
Opposition to any changes to existing camping, including implementing designated camping

2.4.5.2 Support for designated beach camping sites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds individuals responsible for any trash pollution or illegal sewage dumping
Concentrates camping and reduces impacts to wildlife
Enforces camping site boundaries
Managing dust, crime, and the overall site will be easier
Will allow for faster law enforcement response times, first responder arrival, and conflict
resolution
Allows all groups adequate space to camp
Less chaotic and easier cleaning than dispersed camping
Suggest designated campsites for only a portion of the beach camping area

2.4.5.3 Suggestions regarding beach camping and management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.5

Enable in-advance campsite reservations
Increase fee for overnight camping and eliminate OHV use
Keep dispersed camping, but limit the numbers of campers
Assign more rangers to monitor the area for crime
Keep camping the same, but limit the number of day use visitors
No changes
Establish a maximum limit to campsite area per trailer
Add non-vehicular beach camping
Do not remove beach camping
Camping fees should be increased to hire more law enforcement
Increased camping area should be put in place to offset the loss in riding area
Rental businesses on the beach should be moved to make more room for camping
All RV camping should be eliminated
Beach camping should be eliminated with the addition of camping at Oso Flaco

Other comments

2.5.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General support for maintaining or expanding OHV access
Concern that State Parks has abandoned efforts to improve motorized access
Expand area of the dunes available for OHV recreation
Local economy is dependent on OHV recreation on the dunes
OHVs are not associated with degraded air quality; wind puts dust in the air with or without
OHV recreation on the dunes
1,500 acres should be provided for beach camping and OHV recreation
There should be no changes to beach camping and OHV use limits
State Parks should adopt a “no-net-loss” approach for closure of OHV access
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•
•
•
•
•
2.5.2

There is no other place in California to ride OHVs on the beach
Parks should present a response to the December 13, 2019 Coastal Commission letter
State Parks should protect the rights of OHV users to recreate on the dunes
OHV recreation provides family-friendly opportunities for young people
ODSVRA should remain a 24-hour use for OHV recreation
Environmental issues

2.5.2.1 Air quality
•
•
•
•
•

State Parks should study air quality impacts to Santa Barbara County
A dense, tall vegetated buffer along the periphery of the SVRA would create a barrier for
particulate matter and noise pollution
Vehicular traffic on the beach contributes a danger to public health of 17,000 residents of
Nipomo through particulate matter pollution and bacterial/fungal spores
Pattern of dust distribution affects the central area of Nipomo, including the schools
Recreational area should be eliminated on the beach entirely or moved to where it would
present less health risk

2.5.2.2 Climate change
•
•

The PWP should address greenhouse gas emissions from OHVs
The PWP should evaluate potential effects of sea level rise and other changes due to
climate change to affect proposed projects

2.5.2.3 Other
•
•
•
•
•
2.5.3
•
•
•
•
•
2.5.4
•

Predator management needs to be addressed in ODSVRA
The EIR should analyze the objectivity of the Stipulated Order of Abatement
The PWP should prioritize public health over recreation
State Parks should address whether the Notice of Preparation published in May 2018 is still
valid considering changes to the scope of the project due to Coastal Commission action
Concern that the Dunites are not considered or represented alongside other cultural
resources
Equestrian access
Consider equestrian access a high priority during planning
Maintain equestrian access to the beach and staging areas
Ensure sufficient parking for equestrians and horse trailers is available at the Grand Avenue
entrance
Ensure equestrian trails do not share space with vehicles
Grover Beach hotel project blocks equestrian access
Operations
The PWP should evaluate transitioning away from SVRA
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

2.5.5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.5.6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No driving on the beach should be allowed south of Pier Ave.
Budget information for increased enforcement/staffing for Oso Flaco improvements is
needed
Prohibit night riding and use of high-intensity light to allow wildlife to forage at night
PWP should address fights; thefts from campsites; deaths and injuries from OHV crashes;
destruction of unfenced vegetation; protection of Chumash middens and sacred sites;
establishment of a beach for Oceano
Evaluate year-round closure of snowy plover breeding areas as an alternative to seasonal
closure
Allow campfires in campsites and designated areas only
Enforcement of rules and prohibited activities needs to be increased
all-terrain vehicle (ATV) rental concessions should be removed from the beach to allow
more space for camping
Oceano community
Closing Grand Ave. would create adverse impacts to Pier Ave. and the Oceano community
Evaluate adverse effects on the Oceano community from staging and main riding area
access at Pier Ave., including sand track-out, litter, noise, dust, pedestrian-vehicle conflicts
Closing Pier Ave. OHV access would improve economic success of small businesses along
Pier Ave.in Oceano
Plan should address blocked access to Oceano Community Services District’s (OCSD)
sewer lift station and other impacts to critical water and sewer infrastructure
Plan should address impacts on emergency access to community west of Highway 1 due to
traffic on Pier Ave.
Plan should address impacts of ODSVRA operation on increased trash and dumping
Refer to OCSD’s 2019 Local Hazard Mitigation Plan regarding risks to critical infrastructure
from sea level rise and tsunamis due to operation of Pier Ave. entrance
Oceano residents should be prioritized as environmental justice community
Oceano residents need access to a beach with non-motorized activities
Outreach process
Outreach for meetings to the Oceano community was insufficient
Guadalupe community did not receive sufficient notification or engagement for meetings
The Coastal Commission directed State Parks to hold a public workshop for the PWP in
Oceano, which did not occur
Visitor’s Survey restricted to only Park visitors was a narrow, non-inclusive approach
Only providing maps and not a written PWP to provide comments on is not sufficient to
inform the public about PWP implementation or how it would change existing conditions
Confusion about whether the Draft EIR has been released
Project website does not provide easily understandable information regarding current
proposals and changes from the last version of proposed concepts
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2.5.8
•
•
•
•
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•
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•
•

Public meetings, stakeholder meetings, and public surveys are empty marketing
presentations/public relations stunts
Proposed Concepts and Park-wide PWP Proposed Options should be presented to the
public for comment again prior to the PWP public review draft
Develop an outreach and communication plan to Oceano and Nipomo communities
Oceano Elementary School cafeteria could be used for future public meetings
PWP process
State Parks promised the PWP to be ready for the Coastal Commission to approve by
Summer 2020; there has not yet been a draft shared with the public
Materials have lacked information regarding existing conditions, proposed management
programs, and operational policies
Address how the PWP will be consistent with the existing General Development Plan
Address how the PWP will integrate the HCP, Rule 1001 of SLOAPCD and the Stipulated
Order of Abatement
Timeline indicates the preliminary draft PWP would be available before Public Workshop 3;
this has not occurred
State Parks has not demonstrated that the PWP will be consistent with San Luis Obispo
(SLO) County’s LCP, or that they will pursue clarifying amendments to the LCP as invited by
County officials in June 2018
State Parks has not demonstrated effort to comply with provisions of the County’s LCP
requiring a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the County governing Park
operation, activities and management on property not owned by State Parks
State Parks has not demonstrated it will comply with its own internal planning processes,
including amending its General Development Plan
The PWP should consider and prioritize local use of the Park
Noise, traffic, air pollution, and other impacts are downplayed
Consider and prioritize Oceano residents during PWP development
Miscellaneous
Economic impact of OHV use is overstated, OHV access should be eliminated
Restoring the dunes by eliminating OHV use would increase tourist activity
Vehicles should not be allowed on the beach
Suggest a dog park, space for food vendors, adding solar lights to restrooms
Return the 7.5 re-vegetated island to camping uses
State Parks should increase law enforcement
More patrolling of OHV activity at night is needed
Establish one-way trails for OHVs to avoid collisions
Requests for information regarding the cost of proposed PWP improvements
Increase pedestrian and bicycle access and trails overall
Develop a transition timeline to a Park free of OHV use
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LIST OF COMMENTING AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

The following organizations and agencies provided comments on the Proposed Project Concepts
and Park-wide PWP Proposed Options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Motorcycle Association District 36
American Woodland Conservancy
Center for Biological Diversity
Concerned Citizens for Clean Air
Dunes Alliance
Friends of Oceano Dunes
Friends of Oso Flaco Lake
Morro Coast Audubon Society
Motorcycle Industry Council, the Specialty Vehicle Institute of America, and the Recreational
Off-Highway Vehicle Association
Oceano Advisory Council
Oceano Community Services District
Oceano Dunes Access Alliance
Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District
Santa Barbara County Third District Supervisor Joan Hartmann
Surfrider Foundation

List of Commenting Agencies and Organizations
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NEXT STEPS

State Parks will review and consider all feedback on the PWP obtained through this set of public
meetings/reviews and the public comment process. This summary report will be posted on the
project website, www.oceanodunespwp.com.
State Parks is expected to release a Draft PWP for public review in Summer 2020.
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